
4. TRANSLATOR'S SELF-EVALUATION

The following criteria were developed some years ago by a

U.S. Govemment agency for determining the skill level of a

potential translator whom &rat agency might have liked to hire.
You may want to read this chapter carefully to try to make an
honest determination as to where on this scale you find
yourself at this time. If you are below Level2+, you need to
keep practicing. Ifyou are at Level 3 or higher, you can start
doing some professional translating. After Level 4 you are
ready for some serious trans-lating, and at Level 5 you can start
making a living as a translator.

Translator Skill Levels

Level0

No functional ability to translate the language. Consistently
misunderstanding or cannot comprehend at all.

Level0*

Can translate all or some place names (i.e., street or city
designations), corporate names, numbers and isolated words
and phrases, often translating these inaccurately.

In rendering translations, writes using only memorized material

Reading poetry in translation is like kissing a woman

t hr ou gh a h andker c h i ef,,

Haim Nachman Bialik

Kissing a womqn through a handkerchief is actually not

so bad.

Yehudah Amichai
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and set expressions. Spelling and representation of symbols
(letters, syllables, characters) are frequently incorrect.

Level I
Sufficient skill to translate the simplest connected written
material in a form equivalent to usual printing or typescript.
Can translate either representations of familiar formulaic verbal
exchanges or simple language containing only the highest-
frequency grammatical patterns and vocabulary items, includ-
ing cognates when appropriate. Tianslated texts include simple
narratives of routine behavior; concrete descriptions of persons,
places and things; and explanations of geography and govern-
ment such as those simplified for tourists. Mistranslations
common.

In rendering translations, writes in simple sentences (or
clauses), making continual eÍors in spelling, grammar and
punctuation, but translation can be read and understood by a
native reader used to dealing with foreigners attempting to
translate his/trer language.

Level l*
Sufficient skill to translate simple discourse for informative
social purposes in printed form. Can translate material such as

announcements or public events, popular advertising notes
containing biographical information or narration of events and
straightforward newspaper headlines. Has some diffrculty with

A few years ago, when President Carter went to Poland, he
said to an audience, "I love you." His American-Polish
interpreter hanslated it as "I lust after you," which elicited
loud laughter from the audience. The reason for the mis-
translation: The hapless linguist had been away from his
native land for over 20 years, during which time some
basic Polish expressions had changed.
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the cohesive factors in discourse, such as matching pronouns

with referents.

In rendering translations, writing shows good control of
elementary vocabulary and some control of basic syntactic

patterns, but major errors still occur when expressing more

complex thoughts. Dictionary usage may still yield incorrect

,ro"ábulury of forms, although can use a dictionary to advan-

tage to translate simple ideas. Tianslations, though faulty, are

cJmprehensibie to native readers used to dealing with foreign-

ers.

Level2

Sufficient skill to translate simple authentic written material in

a form equivalent to usual printing. Can translate uncompli-

cated, but authentic prose on familiar subjects that are normally

present in a predictáble sequence, which aids the translator in

ñir/h"t work. Texts may include description and narration in

context, such as news items describing frequently occurring

events, simple biographical informaüon, social notices,

formatted buiiness letters and simple technical material written

for the general reader. The prose is predominantly in familiar

sentence patterns. Some mistranslations-

In rendering translations, has written vocabulary sufficient to

perform simple translations with some circumlocutions. Still

makes common elrors in spelling and punctuation, but shows

some control of the most common formats and punctuation

conventions. Good control of morphology of language (in

inflected languages) and of the most frequently used syntactic

structures. Elementary constructions are usually handled quite

accurately, and translations are understandable to a native

reader notusedto reading the translations offoreigners'

Level2t
suffrcient skill to translate most factual material in nontechnical
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prosc ¿ls well as some discussions on concrete topics related t0
special professional interests. Has begun to make sensible
gucsses about unfamiliar words by using linguistic context and
prior knowledge. May react personally to maierial, but does not
yet detect subjective attitudes, values or judgments in the
material to be translated.

In rendering translations, often shows surprising fluency and
ease of expression, but under time constraints and prér.ur"
language may be inaccurate andlor incomprehensible. Gener_
ally strong in either grammar or vocabulary but not in both.
Weaknesses or unevenness in one of thé foregoing or in
spelling results in occasional mistranslations. Arás o? weak-
ness range from simple constructions, such as plurals, articles,
prepositions and negatives, to more complex structures, word
order and relative clauses. Normally controls general vocabu-
lary with some misuse of everyday vocabulary still evident.
shows a limited abilify to use circumlocutions. úses dictionary
to advantage to supply unknown words. Translations are
understandable to native readers not used to dealing with
foreigner's attempts to translate the language, though ítyt" i,
obviously foreign.

Level3

Able to translate authentic prose on unfamiliar subjects.
Translating ability is not dependent on subject matter t"o*r-
edge. Texts will include news stories simiiar to wire service
reports, routine correspondence, general reports and technical
material in hisarer professional field, a[ of which include
hypothesis, argumentation and supported opinions. Such texts
typically include grammatical patterns aná vocabutury orJi-
narily encountered in profes sionár reading. Mistranslations rare.
Almost always able to correctly translatJ materiar, rerate ideas
and make inferences. Rarely has to pause ovet or reread
general vocabulary. Hbwever, *uy 

"*p"rience 
some ¿ifr""iü

with unusually complex structurei aná low-Íiequency idiomí.

In preparing translations, control of structure, spelling, and
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general vocabulary is adequate to corley his/her message

i,"corately, but styie may be obviously foreign' Errors vi{ually
never inierfere with comprehension and rarely disturb the

native reader. Punctuation generally controlled' Employs a fulI

range of structures. Control of grammar good, with only

spoiadic e,,ors in basic structures, occasional elrofs in the most

"Lmplex 
frequent structures and somewhat more frequent

"rroi, 
in low-frequency complex structures' Consistent conhol

oi .o*pootd and complex sentences' Relationship of ideas

presentéd in original material is consistently clear

Level3+

Increased abiiity to translate a variety of styles and forms of

language pertinlnt to professional needs' Rarely mistranslates

."ó t&tt or rarely éxperiences difficulty relating ideal 9t
making inferences. Abiliiy to comprehend many sociolinguistic

and cu-ítural references. Howeveq may miss some nuances and

subtleties. Increased ability to translate unusually complex

structures and low-frequency idioms; howeveq accuracy is not

complete.

In rendering ffanslations, able to write the language in a few

p;; ,tyr"í pertinent to professional/educational needs. Not

ii*uy, átt" io tailor language to suit original material. Weak-

tr"ttét may lie in pooi cóntrol of low-frequency' complex

structures, vocabulary or the abihty to express subtleties and

nuances.

Level4

Abletotranslatefluentlyandaccuratelyallstylesandformsof
iiá 1u"g"uge pertinent to professional needs' Can translate

morediffrcultproseandfollowunpredictableturnsofthought
readily in any area directed to the general reader and all

materials in his/her own special field, including official and

frof"rriorrul <locuments uttd 
"ott"spondence' 

Able to translate

ptecise and extensive vocabulary including nuances and

subtleties,andrecognizeallprofessionallyrelevantvocabulary
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knclwn to the educated nonprofessional native, although nruy
havc srme diffculty with slang. can translate reason.bly
legiblc handwriting without diffrculty. understands almost'll
soc iolinguistic and cultural references.

ln rendering translations, abre to write the language preciscry
and accurately in a vanety of prose styles pertinent to
professional/ educational needs. Errors of grammar are rarc,
including those in low-frequency complex lt u.tur"r. Consis_
tently able to tailor language to suit material and able to express
subtleties and nuances.

Level4+

Increased ability to translate extremely diffrcult or abstract
prose. Increased ability to translate a variety of vocabulary
idioms, colloquialisms and slang. Strong sensitivity to
sociolinguistic and curtural references. Inúeased abifty to
translate less than fully legible handwriting. Accuracy is crose
to that of an educated translator, but still not equivaleni.

In rendering translations, able to write the ranguage precisely
and-accurately, 'in a wide variety of prose rryl"r 

-pe.tirrent 
to

professional/educational needs.

Level5

Can translate extremely difñcult and abstract prose (i.e., legal,
technical), as well as highly corloquial writings and tire í""í*
foTr.9lthe language. Translates i wide u-i.ty of vocabular!
and idioms, colloquialisms, slang and peiinent .oltorut
references- with varying degrees of"difficurty, can translate alr
kinds of handwritten documents. Able to understand how
natives think as they produce a text. Accuracy is equivalent to
that of a well-educated translator.

In_ rendering translations, has writing proficiency equal to that
of a well-educated native. without nónnative éoor. of struc-
hrre, spelling, style or vocabulary can translate both formal

¡rrul informal correspondence, offrcial

rrnd professional/educational articles,

,,¡',ccial purposes which might include

tional, literary and colloquial writing'
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reports and documents

including writing for
legal, technical, educa-


